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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for allocating
resources to elements of a system for the pur-
pose of achieving prescribed levels of defense-
in-depth ac minimal cost. The method makes
extensive use of logic modelling. An analysis
of a simplified high-level waste repository is
used as an illustrative application of the
method. It Is shown that it is possible to
allocate quality control costs (or demonstrated
performance) In an optimal way over elements of
a conceptual design.

INTRODUCTION

Certain potentially hazardous facilities
(such as process plants handling toxic or explo-
sive substances , or nuclear power plants) must
be engineered to reduce the frequency of certain
types of accidents and/or mitigate their conse-
quences* In this context, the concept of
"defense' In depth" plays a key role: such
facilities may be required to contain multiple
levels of defense against the undesired events,
ao that all Is not lost if one level of defense
fails. In the process of designing such a
facility, safety features of different types aay
need to be considered, and varying levels of
redundancy may need to be considered for each
•afety feature. In short, the designer faces
the problem of allocating resources over differ-
ent safety features. Even after the design
problem is salved, a closely related problem
occurs in licensing analysis: given a design
with multiple engineered safety features, what
subset of them oust be credited in a licensing
analysis, in order to demonstrate compliance
with regulatory requirements? For example,
•uppoae that for reasons of operational
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efficiency, a given facility actually has hard-
ware amounting to three layers of defense in
depth, while regulatory requirements oblige
facility operators to demonstrate certain qual-
ity levels and certain levels of operational
readiness for only two layers; in this case,
even for a fixed underlying design, there are
several ways to allocate procurement, mainte-
nance, and analytical resources to the demon-
stration of regulatory compliance.

This paper presents an illustrative appli-
.cation of a method for addressing problems of
this general type. Basically, the problem is to
choose a subset of the components in a facility
design in order to meet a defense—in-depth
requirement. The problem could involve analysis
of an artificially overdesigned facility, in
order to select a subset of features for incor-
poration into the actual design; or it could
Involve analysis of features which axe actually
present in a real design, for the purpose of
selecting a subset of those features to which
special attention must be paid (e.g., for regu-
latory purposes). Either way, the problem is to
derive a list of equipment which is "required"
in some sense. For convenience, then, such a
list ?ill here be called a required-equipment
list. One wants the required-equipment list to
be "minimal," where a "minimal'* required-
equipment list is one which can satisfy the
defense-in-depth requirement, but which no.
longer satisfies it if any item is removed from
the list. There may be more than one minimal
required-equipment list; in this case, one would
like to choose the list which makes the most
efficient use of resources. la deciding which
equipment will be Included in a design, the
resources under consideration might be capital
costs; in deciding which subset of existing
equipment will be credited in a licensing analy-
sis, the resources under consideration might be
costs of implementing different quality control
levels on the procurement or maintenance of the
equipment. Either way, the actual computational
process is much the same. The example posed
here is of the latter type: given a conceptual
design of a facility for handling high-level
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nuclear waste, wbac subset of its design fea-
tures must he credited in a licensing a*nalysis<
if che requirement Is to show thai: a release of
radioactive material can occur only 'f more Chan
two unlikely failure events occur?

Several years ago, Hulme et ai. 1" 5 Illus-
trated che basic principles oi' using Boolean
equations Co solve selection problems of this
cype. First, one develops a fault tree which
describes the combinations of underlying failure
events ("primary events" such as passive failure
of a seal, active failure of an emergency power
supply, conaon cause failure of multiple identi-
cal components, equipment malfunction due to
operator error, etc.) which oust occur in order
for the undesired top evenc to occur. For pres-
ent purposes, the logic model must take credit
for ill equipment in the "overdesigned" design.
Every minimal cut set of this model corresponds
to compromising every layer of defense in depth
which is reflected in the design. Therefore,
the required-equipment list mist contain ele-
•cnts of every minimal cue set. If the
required-equipment lilt Is ideally chosen, not
only Jill each minimal cut set be defended
against, to at least the specified depth (number
of levels of redundancy), but also the required-
equipaenc list, will be the lowest-cost such list
which meets the redundancy requirement.

In this scheme, each minimal cut sec
imposes its awn constraint on the contents of
the requiredrequipment list: it oust contain
enough eleaents of each cut set to meet the
defeos«-in-depth requirement. We begin by first
examining each minimal cut set to determine all
subsets of its elements which meet the desired
goal, and then expressing this constraint in
Boolean form. Suppose, for example, that we are
dealing with the minimal cut set "A * B * C",
and the defense-in-depth requlreaent calls for
two layers. Then we require "item A*item B OR
item B*itea C OR item A*item C"; that is to say,
Co this minimal cut set, there corresponds a
constraint equation "RTA*R-B + R-B*R-C+R-A*R-<:."
(Here, and elsewhere in this report, "*" means "
AND" and "+" means "OB." "R-A" here denotes
"Require item A.") In essence, each minimal cut
set is associated with its own series of possi-
ble required-equipment lists, cast into the
Boolean form illustrated above. The set of
overall required-equipment lists Is then formed
as the conjunction {the logical AND) of all of
these-required-equipment lists. (To see this,
note that since the top event can occur via
minimal cut set 1 OR minimal cut set 2 OK mini-
mal cut sec 3 OR. . . ., then defending against
this top event calls for a required-equipment
list corresponding to minimal cut set 1 AND a
required-equipment list corresponding to minimal
cut set 2 AND . . . ) Expanding this expression
and performing Boolean reduction, one arrives at
an expression each of whose terms is a required--
•quipment list meeting the requirement. Associ-
ating a cost with prevention of each primary

event, one chen has a basis for choosing Che
subset or events which is cheapesc Co prevent,
i.e., the cheapest possible required-equipmen-
list.

.Vote chat whether •• «<v«- ii-em belongs on a
required-equipment list depends on what else is
on che list. To say chat "we need not list item
X because other Items toiclgate potential
releases" is implicitly Co cake credit tor
listing those other items. A required-equipment
list therefore has a special collective proper-
ty; in general, each item is on che list because
something else is not, and each listed item is
needed to complement other listed items in order
to defend against every combination of failures
(every minimal cut set) to the required depth.
It is this collective property of the required-
equipment list which necessitates a systematic
approach to assessing combinations of items for
the desired collective property. There is no
reason to expect a required-equipment list based
only on importance measures to have this collec-
tive property.

This mechodology is only indirectly proba-
bilistic. It allows for distinctions between
likelihoods of different failure types, it makes
extensive use of logic modelling techniques
which are also used in probabilistic risk
assessment, and it is a very natural extension
of a probabilistic risk assessment, but the
methodology itself is grounded in logic and in
the physical analyses which underlie the defini-
tions of "success" or "failure" of the various
safety functions.

EXAMPLE

This Illustration is based on a portion of
the analysis of an early design of a high-level
radioactive waste repository appearing in
NUREG/CR-43O3.6 The top event analyzed here is
release of radioactive material into the
environment, and the goal is to specify a set of
design elements in the waste handling facility
which collectively defend against this top event
to a depth which is discussed below. It is
emphasized that the purpose of the present dis-
cussion is to illustrate the method, and not Co
refine this particular design or Improve this
particular analysis. Rather, this example is
chosen because it is easy Co conceptualize the
meaning of the Boolean expressions.

1. Development of a Boolean Expression for che
Top EvenC "Radioactive Release"

A portion of the facility is Illustrated
schematically In Figure 1. Basically, in this
part of che facilicy, casks containing high-
level waste are being brought in by rail, their
contents are being sampled, and they are chen
being unloaded Inco hoc cells. Rail cars are
placed in the figure to illustrate certain steps
In the process. In che Seceivlng/Uashdown area,
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a line i.s connected to the cask in order Co
sample its concents before it is opened; ch&
initiating evenc analyzed tn evenc cree 8 (ET-8)
of NUREG/CR-'i3O3 is a failure of this connection
leading to a release within the Receiving/Wash-
down area. In the unloading area, the car is
placed under a port leading into a hot cell; the
cask is rotated into the proper position, a seal
is made between Che cop of Che cask and the hot
cell pore, and the cask is Chen opened and the
canisters lifted into the hot cell. The initi-
ating evenc modelled on ET-9 is* essentially a
disturbance o£ Che physical arrangement which
compromises the seal and also somehow breaches
the canister; another initiating evenc, analyzed
In ET-10, is a drop of the canister while the
port is open, e.g., during the process of remov-
ing the canister from the cask. Etcher of these
IEs may lead to a release lnco the unloading
area.

Figure 2 is a copy of ET-8 from NUREG/CR-
4303. On the right of Che figure, one sees that
each end stace la labelled wlch Integer Indices
denoting different consequence types: elcher 2
and 4 or 1, 2, and 4. Sequences labelled 2 and
A are considered to involve contamination of
personnel and of the facility, but no: radioac-
tive release outside the facility; sequences
labelled 1, 2, and 4 are considered to involve
releases outside the facility, as well as con-
tamination of the facility and of personnel.
Examination of the event tree logic shows that
every occurrence of this initiating evenc is
considered to lead to a release inside the
receiving/sampling area (all sequences Involve
at least consequence types 2 and 4 ) . Preventing
a further release outside the facility calls for
Integrity of the airlock seal AND functioning of
EITHER the secondary confinement vent system OR
the standby confinement vent fan. As modelled
in tbis event tree, che airlock seal alone is
not capable of containing che release within
this compartment.

Figure 3 is event tree 9 from NUREG/CR-
4303. The first question afcer the initiating
event is whether the fuel canisters are intact.
If the canisters are not intact, a radioactive
release is considered to have occurred into the
unloading area. From this point forward, the
logic and assumptions are similar to those of
event tree 8: retention of radlonuclides within
the unloading area requires integrity of airlock
seals-AND functioning of the primary confinement
ventilation system. If the cask prep airlock is
not Intact, a release occurs. If all airlocks
are intact, it is still necessary for at least
one stage of confinement ventilation to operate
to prevent a release. Event tree 10 (not shown
here) treats the canister drop in a similar way.

Table 1 shows simplified Boolean defini-
tions of the event tree headings. The designa-
tions "AS", etc. refer Co Che labelling scheme
of NUREG/CR-4303 shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

intent of these equations is to suggest charac-
teristic levels or redundancy for e a U rfvent
tree heading: primary evenc names ending in -A
are active failures; event names andinq in -?
are passive failures; evenc names wading in -0
are operator errors.

After collecting che accident sequences
corresponding to offsite release, substituting
the simplified Boolean equacions fot the event
cree headings, and generating a master Boolean
expression for "Radioactive Release," one
obtains some 60 minimal cut sets whose constitu-
ent events are the primary events appearing in
the right-hand column of Table I.

2. Formulation of the Defense-in-Depth Require-

ment

It is necessary to define the level of
redundancy that the required complement of
equipment must comprise. In the present
example, a fairly simple standard has been set:
no single active failure shall lead to a
release, no single passive failure shall lead to
a release, and no single operator error shall
lead to a release. Since these are the three
failure types that we are considering, this
simple standard boils down to the following
requirement: in each minimal cut set, we must
defend against any two of the primary events.
Along every possible release path, then, there
will be at leas t two layers of regulated
(quality-controlled) defense.

In one key respect, this is quite similar
to the single-failure criterion which Che NRC
applies to reactors. As applied in this
example, however, che initiating event is part
of che sequence leading to release. That is,
the requirement posed here allows credit to be
taken for prevention of che initiating event;
defending against the initiating event AND one
other event. In the failure sequence suffices to
meet the requirement. This approach is not
essential to applying this method; it is simply
a feature of the present Illustration.

3. Formulation of Required-Equipment Lis ts for
Each Minimal Cut Set

Consider minimal cut sec number 14, "HOT-
LIP-P * FUEL-CAN-P * CASK-PREP-AIR-P." (Here,
and elsewhere in t h i s report, a "*" generally
means "AND," and a "+" means "OR.") In order to
meet our performance goal of defending against
at l eas t two fa i lure events in every cut s e t , we
must defend against {HOT-LIP-P AND FUEL-CAN-P}
OR {HOT-LIP-P AND CASK-PREP-AIR-P} OR (FUEL-CAN-
P AND CASK-PREP-AIR-P}. This l o g i c i s expressed
thus:

CONS-14 - ( R-8P1 * R-10P1 + R-8P1 * R-UPl
+ R -10P1 * R-11P1 ) .

Here, R-8P1 means "quality assurance must be

i
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TABLE 1
SIMPLIFIED BOOLEAN EQUATIONS FOR EVENT TREE HEADINGS

A8 - RAD-LINE-P + RAD-LINE-0

B8 - E9

C8 - SEC-CON-A-A * SEC-CON-B-A + SEC-CON-P

D8 - OP-ACT-50STBY-0

E8 - 50-STBY-A + SEC-CON-P

A9 « HOT-LIP-P + HOT-LIP-0

B9 - FUEL-CAN-P

C9 - CASK-PREP-AIR-P + CASK-PREP-A1R-0

09 - UNLOAD-INTACT-P + UNLOAD-INTACT-0

E9 - RCVNG-AIRL-P + RCVNC-AIRL-0

F9 - PRIM-CON-WT-A-A * PRIM-CON-VNT-B-A

G9 - C8

H9 - D8

19 - E8

A10 - CAN-DROP-P + CAN-DROP-0

BIO - FUEL-CAN-P

CIO » HOT-PORT-SEAL-P + HOT-PORT-SEAL-0

D10 ' C9

E10 - D9

F10 - E9

G10 - PRIK-CON-VMT-A-A + PRIM-CON-VNT-B-A

HIO ' G9

110 - H9

J10 - 19



applied co defend against failure evenc irS (HOT-
LIP-?), an event corresponding do one Passiv-2
failure." Events 10 and 11 are FUEL-CAN-P and
CASK-PREP-AIR-P, respectively. Each or the 60
minimal cut sets has a corresponding constraint
equation.

4. Formulating che Minimal Required-Equipment

Lists

AC this point, the ith minimal cut set has
been associated with a Boolean enpression of the
form "CONSi » (expression involving R-evencs)."
The overall set of minimal required-equipmenc
lists is obtained by forming "CONS-1 * CONS-2 *
CONS-3 * . . . * C0NS-6Q" and reducing this
expression. Each term in the reduced disjunc-
tive normal form of this expression is a minimal
required-equipmenc list.

5. Cost-Ranking the Minimal Required-Equipment
Lists

The application of Che steps described up
CO this poinc has resulted in che finding of
several candidate required-equipmenc lists. The
final seep in the process consists of performing
a cose calculation aimed at Identifying the
lease expensive ways of assuring Chat the
installation meecs the regulatory constraints
imposed on the design of its safety systems or
barriers. This can be done by itemizing the
cost of defending the installation against each
of the failure events in the candidate lists,
and using these figures to compute the total
cose of each candidate required-equipment list,
calculated as the summation of Che costs of
Including each of Its constituent items. If
desired (e.g., if it is prohibicive to'develop
all possible minimal required-equipment lists),
Che cosr calculation can also be used as a trun-
cation step in Che process of generation of the
possible required-equipmenc Uses. This can be
done by recaining only chose lists with coses
below a given maximum value. This would not
prevent the determination of the lease expensive
required-equipment list; but in subsequenC
applicacions of Che resulting truncated Boolean
expression, ie would have Co be remembered chac
che expression had been derived using a specific
set of cose assumpcions. For Che present
example, four different sees of coses have been
used for purposes of illustration. The idea
here is CO Investigate che impaccs of these dif-
ferent cost scrucCures on the cost-ranking of
Che candidate required-equipmenc Uses. The
assumed cose structures (named Coses 1, Coses 2,
Coses 3, and Coses 4) are shown in Table 2.
Scarelng from the basic prices assumed In "Costs
1", Che coses of two types of items were varied,
namely,che passive failure of che fuel canister
(FUEL-CAN-P) and che operator errors. In "Coses
2" the cose of liscing FUEL-CAN-P Is increased
from LOO Co 20000; in "Costs 3" the costs of
defending agalnsc every operator error are

multiplied by 100; and both of these variations
are incorporated In "Costs 4".

The constituent items ot "he Lease expen-
sive required-equipnent List or th= lacility ror
each cost structure are ilso Indicated in
columns Cl, C2, C3, .and C4, respectively, or
Table 2.

It is interesting to observe from Table 2
Chat some items (e.g., RAD-LINE-0) remain In the
cheapest minimal required-equipment Use despite
large variations in their assumed costs. This
is an indication chat these items may be essen-
tial to Che satisfaction of the imposed design
constraints, and will therefore have to be
Included in the required-equipmenc U s e no
matter what chelr coses are. An inspection of
the minimal cut sets confirms that elemenc Q-201
(which represents RAD-LINE-O) is indeed a member
of every Cera of expression OVERALL and there-
fore a member of every candldace required-
equipmenc U s e for this facility for the assumed
design constraints. This comes about in the
present example because of che design con-
straint, which required that no single failure
of any cype (active, passive or operator error)
lead to a release. As explained earlier, this
means that at lease Cwo evencs of every cue set
muse be listed; RAD-LINE-0 appears in one or
more two-element cue sees, and must therefore
appear on the required-equipmenc U s e . Besides
RAD-LINE-O, chere are four other items which are
also members of second order cue sets in this
example, namely, RAD-LINE-P, SEC-CON-P, RCVNG-
AIRL-P, and RCVNC-AIRL-O.
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Some items are Included In the lease expen-
sive required-equipment list according ' Co
whether cheir coses ars low oc high, which is a
more "expected" '<in<i or behavior. On the ocher
hartd* some ' "em3 simply do not appear In any or
the calculated least expensive required-
equipment lists, even when (in some cases) their
costs vary over a Large range of values (e.^.,
50-STBV-O). It would be revealing to oeriorm a
probabilistic importance analysis to investigate
further the significance of the performance oc
these items with regard to the quantitative risk
profile of the facility.

For this example, the least expensive
required-equipment list obtained with "Costs 1"
contains 11 items ouc of the 22 available ones
with a total cost of 581. The only difference
between "Costs 1" and "Costs 2" is that the cost
of the item FUEL-CAN-P (passive failure of the
fuel canister) was Increased from 100 to 20000.
At the lower price, it is worth including Ft/EL-
CAN-P in the required-equipment list, but at the
higher price, a less expensive combination of
Items can be found which also satisfies the
design constraints, and this combination then
becomes the least expensive required-equipment
list for the plant. tt is important to recall
at this point that the problem being solved in
this report is focused on a small part of the
global safety assessment of the waste reposi-
tory. It could well be that including the fuel
canister in the list is a requirement because of
accident sequences emerging from event trees not
considered here; this would change the results
of this analysis, but not the method presented
here. The present method would accommodate that
circumstance either by straightforward extension
to cover the other event trees, or by formally
conditioning the appropriate Boolean expressions
on the requirement that FUEL-CAN-P be included
in the required-equipment list.

The values in "Costs 3" are obtained assum-
ing that, the costs of defending against operator
errors are 100 times higher than those of "Costs
1" while all other values remain the same. The
new least expensive required-equipment list
obtained with "Costs 3" is exactly the same as
that determined with "Costs 1," although at a
substantially higher total cost. Similarly, the
use of "Costs 4" yields the same least-expensive
required-equipment list as that of "Costs 2",
again at a higher cost. This only shows that
for the simplified example used in this paper,
the least expensive required-equipment lists are
not sensitive to the costs of defending against
operator errors. Requiring some of these
actions is essential to meeting the constraints.

EXTENSION

In the example developed above, the con-
straint equations were expressed in terms of the

primary events, and each primary failure event
was assigned a derinite character: active tail-
ure, passive failure, etc. Application an Che
method has led Co a result expressed in terms or
.1 subset or Che urinary events appearing m cne
minimal cut sets; the reauired system redundancy
has been achieved by selecting rrom among Che
more—chan-sufficierlt levels of redundancy which
were explicitly auilt into Che model. Lt is
possible Co do Che problem in a more general
way: Che present method can be extended to con-
sider complex events (supercomponent events)
whose redundancy is initially unspecified;
essentially, the level of redundancy becomes a
free parameter in the problem. One can then
consider diverse allocations of resources to
these supercomponents, eventually arriving at
levels of defense in depth which are optimal
from the overall system viewpoint. The develop-
ment of the constraint equations is chen a bit
more complex; if a minimal cut set contains a
mixture of events having definite character and
indefinite character, then the burden of meeting
the constraints can be shared in different ways
among the two types of events: it can be
assumed entirely by a single Indefinite event,
shared among all of the indefinite events,
shared between different subsets of definite and
indefinite events, etc. In this formulation,
the indefinite events can be almost arbitrarily
complex, but each must be independent of all
ocher events in the problem.

To illustrate the approach described above,
suppose that supercomponent ES is now an indefi-
nite event, instead of being either an active
failure or a passive failure, as shown in Table
1. The requirement that two elements of each
minimal cut set be listed now "leads co terms in
the constraint equation in which E8 is twofold
redundant (one term for each allowed combination
of two failure types), terms in which EB is
singly redundant (again, a term for each allowed
failure type), and terms from which E8 is
absent. Previously, E8 had only single-fold
redundancy; either 50-STBY.-A or SEC-CON-P (the
constituent events of Ed) was selected in a
given constraint equation (one or the other,
never both). Now, the master constraint equa-
tion considers the possibility Chat E8 can
assume twofold redundancy. Depending on the
assignment, of costs to different possible reali-
zations of E8's redundancy, this possibility
could significantly alter the preferred alloca-
tion.

The level of complexity of the problem
increases dramatically with the number of indef-
inite supercomponents. Also, the more stringent
the requirements, the more complex is the solu-
tion, as many more acceptable configurations
will be possible for each supercomponent. For



large problems, Che analyse may need to resort
to truncation. The present scheme allows for.
truncation on either total cost, or on number or
required elements.

SUMMARY

The example developed here Illustrates a
technique for optimally allocating resources to
achieve a given level of redundancy or defense
in depch. The resources could be those associ-
ated with quality control, demonssracing perfor-
mance, avoiding complications of downtime of
safety-related trains, or capital equipment
costs* The method proceeds by developing an
exhaustive U s e of options satisfying the redun-
dancy constraints which are to be imposed, and
then ranking the options according Co cost or
•one other figure of merit. The calculation
performed in this example shoved that the method
u.8 not computationally intensive, for problems
of the size and coaplexity of that undertaken
here.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


